Compactness
of Cores of Targets for Linear Delay Systems CHUKWUNENYE IJr<WU I!nder certain conditions a necessary and suflicient condition for compactness of cores of targets of a linear delay system is proved. The boundedness part uses ideas from convex set theory while that of closedness exploits a weak compactness argument.
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1 NTKOI)UCTION
We consider the linear delay system .i(r)=Ar(t)+B.u(t-lI)+C'U(f).
(1 I I. The system (1) is said to be Euclidean controllable if for each d E Wi'), x, E E", there exists a t, > 0 and an admissible control u such that the solution x(t; 4, U) of (1) satisfies .~,,(d, U) = 4 and .~(t, ; 4. II) = .I-, DEFINITION 2. The core of the target set H < E" denoted by core (H) consists of all initial points &O)E E" for which 4~ W$" such that there is 323
0022-247x3'87 $3.00 an admissible control u for which the solution x(t) = x(t; 4, U) of (1) satisfies x(t) E H for all t > 0 Chukwa [2] has established the compactness of core (H) for non linear control systems. In this paper, 0. Hajek [l] examined the linear control system i-Ax-p, pi P, x(end)E T, where A is an n x it coefficient matrix; a compact, convex nonvoid subset P of the Euclidean n-space E", the constraint set, and a closed, convex, nonvoid subset T of E", the target set: p: I --t P, admissible controls on I, a subset of E+ = [0, co). By exploiting the analyticity and nonsingularity of the fundamental matrix of the homogeneous system i = Ax and using the notion of asymptotic dierection and other convex set properties he established that core (T) is bounded if and only if i = A'x + MTu is controllable, where T denotes transpose and A4 is some m x it constant matrix related to T in some prescribed form. For the closedness of core (T), he indicated that this could be achieved by using a weak compactness argument. This paper is based on and attempts the extension of [ 1 ] to the delay system (1). Some results and definitions in [l] carry over to the system (1.1) with little modification. However, the technique for the proof of boundedness varies slightly due to certain properties of the fundamental matrix of the free system .C(t)=Ax(t)+Bx(t-h). (2) This is the main contribution of this paper and is found in Theorem 3. The paper s divided into two sections, the first section is preliminary and collects results that are needed in the proofs of the main results which are in Section 2.
PRELIMINARIES
If Q E IV&", and u is an admissible control, then there exists a unique solution of (1.1) for t 3 0 satisfying x(t) = 4(t) for t E [ -A, 01. This solution is given by
where X(t) satisfies i(t)=Ax(t)+Bx(t-h), t>O a.e.
I, X(r)= o L t=O t <o: (4) and where
The fundamental matrix X(t) is nonsingular for f 3 0 and has the following properties: It has a continuous derivative on each inerval (k, k + h) for k = 0, h, 2/z,..., the left-and right-hand limits of X(t) exist at each k, so that X(t) is of bounded variation on each compact interval. As a consequence of (I ) being autonomous we have
See Corollary 2.1, [6, p. 1451 . By the transformation (
ii) r(t) is bounded for each z b 0, (iii) T(0) = I and T(t) is strongly continuous. (iv) T(t) is completely continuous for t 3 h.
See Lemma 19.1 in [6] for these properties.
The following lemma is immediate from [6, p. 861 and Eq. (6). Divide through by 0 and take limit of both sides as 8 -+ co to get
-+ T(t). Thus T(t)(i#,+(I-i)&)(O)+j-'X(t-z)Cu(r)d~~H
for some bs E H, to show that X( t -s) a is an asymptotic direction of H, take any C E H, h > 0. We must show that C + j. Remarks. If B = 0, system (1) reduces to x(t) = Ax(t) + Cu(t) in which case the fundamental matrix A'(t) of x(t) = Ax(t) is analytic, nonsingular and denoted by eA' with X(0) = Z, the n x n identity matrix. We then conclude that core(H) is bounded if and only if rank [M', ATM7-,..., (A 'j"+ ' MT] = n2. This case coincides with Hajek's result.
